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Empowering online students as self-learners 

GEO 101 Earth and Space Science - online

Upul Senaratne, PhD

Wor-Wic Community College

Salisbury, Maryland, USA

Teaching online labs

ABSRACT

Empowering online students as self-learners and enhancing active learning through web 

tools, Blackboard interface and do-it-at-home lab activities in GEO 101 Earth Science 

online class. 

Upul Senaratne, Wor-Wic Community College, Salisbury, Maryland.

Online web tools provide dynamic learning opportunities for self-learners to

engage in lab activities in Introductory Earth Science classes (GEO 101).

Combining digital media, Blackboard interface and hands-on-experiments, we

provide online Earth Science students at Wor-Wic Community College an

environment to learn and reinforce concepts through interactive lab activities that

are aligned with traditional laboratory experiments performed in a regular lecture-

lab course. Web resources are used to promote active learning along with simple

do-at-home experiments and Blackboard lab tutorials which provide an invaluable

learning experience for self-directed online students.
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 Apply the process of scientific inquiry and analysis

 Apply critical analysis and reasoning skills to evaluate evidence 

and draw conclusions

 Access, evaluate and appropriately use information technology 

to accomplish tasks and communicate ideas

Learning Objectives:

Resources provided

Online labs:

Lab kit:  Provides tools necessary to do labs at home (company: eScience Labs)

Short videos: Describe key theoretical concepts

Online web links: Provide useful information pertaining to lab

Detailed Instruction sheets: Describe lab procedures

PowerPoint: Offers summary of key concepts

Collect Data

Draw Graphs, interpret data

Do Analysis, draw conclusions

Lab report

Answer questions on Blackboard

Upload photographs of experimental set up on Blackboard

Student’s 

Responsibilities: 
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Labs:
1. Scientific method, Drawing graphs using Excel

2. Metric System, Measurements

3. Mapping the Earth

4. Solar System

5. Earth-Sun Relationships

6. Heating the Atmosphere

7. Latent Heat, Atmospheric Moisture, Pressure and Wind

8. Earthquakes

9. Study of Minerals

10. Study of Rocks

11.World Climates

1. Which of these cities is farthest west?

A) Reno, NV                       B) Los Angeles, CA                 

C) Spokane, WA       D) Bakersfield, CA             

E) San Diego, CA

Inquiry based approach

Students may guess the answer first and check the answer from the web or from the US-map.

The longitude of each city leads to the correct answer.

Question is not for grade.
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2. Besides the U.K., it’s the only country that the prime meridian 

touches that starts with a vowel.

Final Jeopardy: The Prime Meridian (10-21-15)

3. Name three counties that the Prime Meridian passes 

through.

WHAT IS ____________?

4. Which city is along the west coast, and which city is in the center of the 

continent?

Why is that city B maintains more uniform temperatures throughout the 

year?

Annual temperature curves for two 

cities that are located in North America 

at approximately 40° N latitude.

Tarbuck, E. J. , Lutgens. F. K., & Pinzke, K. G. (2017) 
Applications and Investigations in Earth Science, 8th

edition, Pearson Education, 230. 
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6. Why do North American winters are colder than the winters in the 

Southern Hemisphere? 

5. When it's summer time in the United States, is it winter time in 

Australia?

7. What are the longitude and latitude of Salisbury, Maryland?

Inquiry based approach

A student who lives in Salisbury, MD, observed noon sun’s position in the sky throughout 

the year and made a sketch as depicted in the diagram above.

At which position was the noon Sun on July 10?

A) above position C

B) below position A

C) between position A and position B

D) between position B and position C

8. Where is the Noon Sun?

Inquiry based approach
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9. At which position was the noon 

Sun on January 10 as viewed from 

Salisbury, Maryland?

A) above position A 

B) below position C

C) between position A and B

D) between position B and C

Where is the Noon Sun?

https://www.nysedregents.org/earthscience

Earth_Sun_Relationships Video

https://mediaplayer.pearsoncmg.com/assets/secs-

tarbuck8_prelab_video_12_earth_sun_relationships

Earth Sun Relationships Video2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mSQAaAJXCMgLAB

The zenith angle is the distance (angle) between the latitude where the Sun is overhead at 

noon and the latitude you are “at”.

Lab: Earth-Sun 

Relationships

https://mediaplayer.pearsoncmg.com/assets/secs-tarbuck8_prelab_video_12_earth_sun_relationships
https://mediaplayer.pearsoncmg.com/assets/secs-tarbuck8_prelab_video_12_earth_sun_relationships
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mSQAaAJXCMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mSQAaAJXCMg
https://mediaplayer.pearsoncmg.com/assets/secs-tarbuck8_prelab_video_12_earth_sun_relationships
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Exercise: Measuring the Noon Sun Angle

Step 1: Go to a place where you can do this 

experiment safely and where you get to see the 

Sun easily

Step 2: Place a stick perpendicular to the 

ground.

Step 3: When the Sun is at its highest position 

in the sky measure the length of the stick and 

its shadow.

[The time  when the Sun is at its highest position can be found from the following sites.]

1. https://sunrise-sunset.org/ https://sunrise-sunset.org/us/salisbury-md

2. NOAA Solar Calculator: https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/grad/solcalc/

Date Time of the noon 

Sun

Length of the stick

(cm)

Length of the shadow

(cm)

Data

Date

https://sunrise-sunset.org/
https://sunrise-sunset.org/us/salisbury-md
https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/grad/solcalc/
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Determine the Sun angle by referring to the table 3 shown below. Select the number 

on the table that gives the closest to the ratio you entered in Table 2 and record the 

corresponding Sun angle.
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Date Time of the 

noon Sun

Length of the 

stick (cm)

Length of the 

shadow (cm)

2/13/19 12:21:11 52.3875 66.675

*2/14/19 12:21:09 52.3875 59.69

2/15/19 12:21:06 52.3875 61.595

2/19/19 12:20:48 52.3875 61.278

2/21/19 12:20:35 52.3875 60.008

Date Height of stick

Length of shadow

2/13/19 .7857

*2/14/19 .8777

2/15/19 .8505

2/19/19 .8549

2/21/19 .8730

Date and time Noon Sun angle

2/13/14 @ 12:28 38 degrees

*2/14/19 @ 12:23 41 degrees

2/15/19 @ 12:21 40 degrees

2/19/19 @ 12:21 41 degrees

2/21/19 @ 12:20 41 degrees

Data

Daily path of the Sun for June and December for an observer in the 

middle latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere
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Calculating Noon Sun Angle

Noon Sun Angle = 90 - (latitude your are at ± latitude where sun is 90o at noon)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5wa2R4z1fss

Finding Sun Angle

https://www2.pvlighthouse.com.au/calculators/solar%20path%20calculator/solar%20path%20calculator.aspx

Finding Noon Sun angle by Calculation:

In case you were not able to find the Noon Sun angle from the web site given, you can 

simply calculate the sun angle following the procedure given below.

What will be the noon sun angle on February 6 in Salisbury, MD? Assume that 

Salisbury is at 38o N.

a) Where is the sun directly overhead? 15° S (Get this value from analemma)

b) What is the latitude that separates the two locations? 

38° N + 15° S = 53°

c) What is the noon sun angle?

90° - 53° = 37°

Note: This will be the altitude of the sun (Noon Sun angle) on February 6 in Salisbury, 

MD.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5wa2R4z1fss
https://www2.pvlighthouse.com.au/calculators/solar path calculator/solar path calculator.aspx
https://www2.pvlighthouse.com.au/calculators/solar path calculator/solar path calculator.aspx
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Location: Salisbury, MD

Date Zenith angle at 

noon

Noon Sun angle = 90º – zenith angle at 

noon

Dec 22 61.8 28.2°

January 30 56 34°

February 7 53.8 36.2°

February, 24 48 42°

March, 21 37.3 52.7°

April 30 23.2 66.8°

May 19 18.2 71.8°

June 21 15 75°

July 30 20.4 69.6°

Aug 25 28.2 61.8°

Sep 22 38.4 51.6º

October, 15 47.4 42.6°

November 19 58 32°

November 28 59.9 30.1°

Blackboard Questions

https://www.nysedregents.org/earthscience/

(a)Explain how the changing altitude (angle of incidence) of the noon Sun 

affects the length of the shadows shown in the diagram.

(b) Why do you think, the shadow lengths are equal on September 23 and 

March 21?
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Use Table (in the previous slide) to find how many hours of daylight there would be at each 

of the following latitudes on December 21-22. (Please recall when the Northern Hemisphere 

experiences summer, it is winter in the Southern Hemisphere)

Blackboard Questions
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Analemma

The analemma can be 

used to determine the 

latitude where the  

overhead noon sun is 

located for any date.

Where will the sun be directly 

overhead?

Use the analemma found in the Introduction to determine where the Sun is 

overhead at noon on the following dates.

Blackboard Questions
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Images from Students (Length of the Shadow –measuring Noon-Sun angle)

Lab: Global Climate –Generating Climographs
Instructions:

1. Goto: http://www.weather.com

2. Type "Salisbury, MD" in the area: "show me the weather in ….." (top left hand 

corner adjacent to weather channel symbol)

3. Under the map of Salibury, select "Almanac: Records & Averages"

4. From the graphs below the forecast, write down average (HIGH) and (LOW) 

temperatures and average "Precipitation" for the whole year.

5.Calculate the mean temperature: [ (High + LOW)/2]

6. Enter values in the "DATA & GRAPHS" page in this Excel sheet. 

7. Repeat for a second city. Select Sydney, Australia as your second city.

8. Again write down HIGHS and LOWS of temperature and Precipitation values for 

the whole year. 

9. Calculate mean temperature and enter data in the speace given.

8. Copy and paste your data and graphs on to the lab report. Or attached the exel

sheet along with your lab report.

http://www.weather.com/
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Salisbury, Maryland)

Salisbury, MD

Average 

Precipitation

(in)

Mean 

Temperature 

(F)

January 3.61 38

February 3.36 40.5

March 4.40 47.5

April 3.61 57

May 3.51 65.5

June 3.92 74.5

July 4.54 78.5

August 4.77 77

September 4.04 70.5

October 3.23 60

November 3.42 51

December 3.60 41.5

The graph generates as student enters appropriate data on Excel Spreadsheet!
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Sydney, Australia

Sydney, Australia

Average 

Precipitation(in)

Mean 

Temperature (F)

January 5.10 72.6

February 5.00 72.95

March 6.40 70.8

April 5.20 66.6

May 4.00 61.05

June 5.50 56.6

July 2.20 54.95

August 3.90 56.85

September 2.50 60.7

October 3.50 64.7

November 4.60 67.75

December 3.30 71.25

When it is summer in the Northern Hemisphere, it is winter in the Southern 

Hemisphere!
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For this question, consider the data in Table 1. The stations 1, 2, and 3 represent 

three North American cities at approximately 40º N latitude. Choose which 

station represents each of the following locations.

East coast of the continent: Station 3

West coast of the continent: Station 2

Interior of the continent: Station 1

A question on Blackboard

Use given climograph to categorize the correct Kӧppen Climate group. From the 

pull down menu select the correct climate group that is closely associated with the 

data given in the climograph. Consider climograph shown for station # 1.

A: Humid Tropical

B: Dry

C: Humid Middle Latitude mild winters

D: Humid Middle Latitude severe winters

E: Polar Climate

H: Highland Climate

A question on Blackboard
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Typical containers that can be used for melting ice 

and boiling water.

Lab: Latent Heat, Pressure and Wind 

Video 1

Atmospheric Moisture, Pressure and Wind

https://mediaplayer.pearsoncmg.com/assets/secs-tarbuck8_prelab_video_14_atm_moisture_pressure_wind

A wooden splint (a stirrer)

Melting Ice:

You keep on supplying heat, but temperature isn’t rising! 

Where does heat go?

Latent heat of fusion

While ice melts, it remains at 0 °C (32 °F), 

and the liquid water that is formed with the 

latent heat of fusion is at 0°C.

https://mediaplayer.pearsoncmg.com/assets/secs-tarbuck8_prelab_video_14_atm_moisture_pressure_wind
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Boiling Water You keep on supplying heat, but temperature 

isn’t rising! 

Where does heat go?

When a pot of water is kept boiling, the temperature 

remains at 100 °C (212 °F) until the last drop evaporates, 

because all the heat being added to the liquid is absorbed 

as latent heat of vaporization and carried away by the 

escaping vapor molecules.

Results: 

Typical graph 

submitted by a 

student

Latent heat of evaporation

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjC-vP1-tPiAhXC1lkKHePmAuEQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.womenshealthmag.com/health/a22590016/hot-water-challenge/&psig=AOvVaw0MpI6kSZsHhkSQn6msNuhc&ust=1559879671153371
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjC-vP1-tPiAhXC1lkKHePmAuEQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.womenshealthmag.com/health/a22590016/hot-water-challenge/&psig=AOvVaw0MpI6kSZsHhkSQn6msNuhc&ust=1559879671153371
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Results: 

Blackboard Questions 1. At what intervals the isobars are 

drawn in this weather map? _____ 

a) 4 mb b) 2 mb c) 1 mb d) 8 mb

2. Select the low-pressure region from 

the map. 

a) F     b) H      c) A     d) C      e) G

3. Select the high-pressure region from 

the map.

a) F      b) B      c) A      d) E      e) G

4. High pressure centers are referred to 

as ___________.

a) cyclones      b) anticyclones      

5. At location ______, the winds are 

weak (calm).

a) F     b) H        c) A    d) E      e) G

6. The air pressure at A is most likely 

be:

a) 1020 mb b) 1022 mb c) 1024 

mb d) 1026 mb e) 1013 mb
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Why do North American winters are colder than the winters in the Southern 

Hemisphere? 

Lab: Heating the Atmosphere 

Pre-lab video:

Please watch following two videos to better understand important concepts associated with 

heat transfer, heating of atmosphere and greenhouse effect.

Video 1 Heating the Atmosphere video1

https://mediaplayer.pearsoncmg.com/assets/secs-tarbuck8_prelab_video_13_heating_atm

Video 2

Heat Transfer Video2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wzZaYCBDRzc

Hypothesis: Land heats faster than water and land cools faster than water 

when the time and the exposure to the sun is the same for both land and 

water

Lab: Heating the atmosphere- Differential Heating of Land and Water

Why do North American winters are colder than the winters in the 

Southern Hemisphere? 

Land heats more rapidly than water 

Land gets hotter than water

Land cools faster than water 

Land gets cooler than water 

https://mediaplayer.pearsoncmg.com/assets/secs-tarbuck8_prelab_video_13_heating_atm
https://mediaplayer.pearsoncmg.com/assets/secs-tarbuck8_prelab_video_13_heating_atm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wzZaYCBDRzc
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Figures show the typical set ups for the “differential heating of sand and water” experiment.

Note that thermometer bulb is barely below the surface.

Students will develop and test a hypothesis about how quickly sand and water heat up 

and cool down when exposed to the Sun (radiation).

A Set-up  arranged by a student

Time (minutes) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Dry Sand (ºC)

Water (ºC) 

Heating (Light Bulb turned on)

Time (minutes) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Dry Sand (ºC)

Water (ºC) 

Cooling (Light Bulb turned off)

Data

Heating Earth’s Surfaces: Land Versus Water
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Experiment: Albedo – Reflectivity of a surface

The fraction of the total radiation reflected  by  a surface is called 

albedo- expressed as a percentage

Snow, and ice have a relatively high albedo and asphalt (paved roads), and 

forests have low albedo

Surfaces with high albedos are not efficient absorbers of solar radiation, As a result, air above 

these surfaces is not warmed as much as air above surfaces that have low albedo (good 

absorbers)

Hypothesis: Dark colored surfaces absorb heat 

more efficiently as compared to light colored 

surfaces. Dark surfaces have low albedo effect.

Lab: Albedo Experiment

Students will develop and test a hypothesis about how the reflection from surfaces of 

different colors affects temperature.

A Set-up  arranged 

by a student
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Experimental Results

TIME DARK TIME SILVER

0 12 0 12

1 14 1 13

2 16 2 14

3 20 3 15

4 24 4 16

5 29 5 16

6 34 6 17

7 38 7 18

8 41 8 19

9 44 9 20

10 46 10 21

11 49 11 22

12 51 12 22

13 52 13 23

14 54 14 24

15 54 15 24

The graph below represents the annual temperature curves for two cities, A and B, which are 

located in the North America located approximately at 40º N. On any date, both cities receives 

the same amount of solar radiation. One city is in the center of the continent and the other is on 

the west coast. 

(1) Which city is in the West coast?  

(i) City A         (ii) City B

(2) Which city is in the interior of 

the continent? 

(i) City A         (ii) City B

Questions on Blackboard
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The diagram below shows a light source that has been heating two metal 

containers of air for 10 minutes. Both cups are made of the same material 

and are equal distances from the light source

During the 10 minutes of heating, the rise in 

temperature of the shiny cup is _____ than 

the black cup.

A) less B) greater C) the same    

D) need more information

An exam question

Lab:  Scientific Method

Inquiry: Can you predict someone’s height from his/her foot-length?

Hypothesis: “If two persons have the 

foot-lengths, then their heights 

should be the same”
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NAME  FOOT LENGTH IN CM  HEIGHT IN CM

Tony 28.1 180.34

Brad 27.9 182.88

Mike 28.6 187.92

Adam 24.8 167.64

Marcus 27.3 167.64

Kevin 28.6 187.92

Rich 27 175.26

Chris 27 182.88

Randolph 28.6 177.8

Stan 27.3 167.64

TEST SUBJECTS

Professor 26.7 173

Gene 29.21 182.88

Walt 28.78 187.96

Foot-length and  height data

160

165

170

175

180

185

190

24 25 26 27 28 29

H
ei

g
h
t 

in
 C

M

Foot Length in CM

Foot-length to  height comparison

Do you think you can come to a better conclusion if you had used heights and foot-

lengths of 1000 people to construct your graph? Please comment
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(a) Person # 1 (your instructor)

Instructor’s foot-length: 10.5 inches (26.7 cm)

Instructor’s height: 5 feet 8 inches (173 cm)

Your prediction for Instructor’s height from the graph: _174 cm 

Did you correctly predict the height of your instructor from your graph?

It was not exact, but pretty close.

(b) Person # 2 

Actual foot-length: _26.24__cm Height: __172.72__cm

Your prediction of height of person # 2: __172_cm

(c) Person # 3

Actual foot-length: __28.78_cm Height: __187.96_cm

Your prediction of height of person # 3: __184__cm

Experiment:

Scale of the Solar System

Students prepare a scale model of the solar 

system using a string or cash register paper

A model made by 

a student

Students are asked to upload a photograph 

of their scale model on Blackboard
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Scale of the Solar System:

(models made by students)

Experiment: Pinhole camera – Diameter of the Sun

In this lab exercise, students will make a pinhole camera viewer and use it to measure the 

diameter of the Sun. 

Experimental set-ups made by  students

Please watch the video:

https://vimeo.com/203329459 Measuring The Solar Diameter

https://vimeo.com/203329459
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Pinhole camera – Diameter of the Sun

Experiment:Rocks

and Minerals

Different rock and mineral 

samples are provided to 

students

By the “eScience Labs”
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Lab Exercise: The study of minerals

 Students identify minerals using mineral identification key

 Describe the physical properties commonly used to identify minerals

 List the uses of several economic minerals

Lab Exercise: The study of Rocks

 Students distinguish among igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic 

rocks

 Name igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks by using 

identification key

 List the environments in which sediments tend to be deposited

 Recognize and identify several common rocks

Thank you!

The end!

Questions and comments?


